At least three authors have offered proofs of the existence of a free inverse semigroup, but without describing its structure. This paper shows that if X is a nonempty set, G is the group on X, and E is a certain subsemilattice of the power set of G, then a certain collection of principal ideal isomorphisms of E is a free inverse semigroup on X.
I. Introduction.
The first to ascertain the existence of a free inverse semigroup seems to have been V. V. Vagner [5] . Subsequent existence proofs have been offered in [3] , and in [2] . The purpose of this paper is to provide a characterization of that semigroup and thus shed some light on its structure.
Terminology will be that of Clifford and Preston [1] . In addition, a basic knowledge of inverse semigroups and symmetric inverse semigroups is assumed.
If X is a nonempty set, a free inverse semigroup on J is a pair (/,/) such that (i) / is an inverse semigroup, (n) f:X->-I, and (iii) if S is any inverse semigroup and g : X->S, then there exists a unique homomorphism h.l^-S such that fh=g. Definitions of free group and free semigroup are stated similarly.
Throughout, details of induction proofs are omitted as are other proofs which seem particularly simple.
II. The free inverse semigroup on X. Let X be a nonempty set. Let X~x be a set disjoint from X such that |^| = |Ar-1|. Let x-*x~x for each xelbea bijection of X onto X~x. The union of this map with its inverse, jc<->x_1, is then a bijection of Y=X(JX~1.
Let F be the free semigroup on Y, i.e., F is the set of all finite sequences of elements of Y with products defined by juxtaposition.
Let R= {w e F: w(n+1)#(w(n))~l for all n}. Using the appropriate multiplication ■ on R1, G = R1 is then the free group on X [4] . The relation £: = {(w, v)e R x R.w = vu for some u e R1} is a partial order for R. For each w e R, let wf = {i> e Ä:w<p}. Now let £={^|ÇA:/Î^n, ^4 is finite, and if we A, then w]^A). Assume that w eG. Then vv may be considered to be a permutation of Pow(G), the power set of G, where Aw={vw:v e A). Now let AeE, and let w e A1. Then w\EA, the restriction of vv to EA, is an isomorphism of EA onto £'(^vv). Thus w\EA eJE, the symmetric inverse semigroup on E.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that AeE; w, v e A1; and w\EA = v\EA. Then w=v.
Proof.
Since w, v preserve order in E, it follows that Aw=Av. Suppose w?év. If v=l, then A=Aw and w^l. If w, v^\, then assume, without loss of generality, that v(n)^w(m) where \v\=n and |w|=/tj. Then A = A\vv~1. But v(\) e A and so (u)wv~l = v(\) for some ue A. But (wt;_1)(vvß_1)=y(l) and so wv~1=ue A. In any event, A=AU for some w e^4 with |m|=/^1.
Assume first that ¡¿(1)5¿m(/)-1. From sü=u for some je^ and (uu)ü=u follows that uu g A. By induction, un e A for all n, a contradiction since A is finite.
Assume now that u(l)=u(l)~1 and let k be maximal with respect to u{j) = u(l+\ -j)'1 for ally with l^j^k. Then u=pqp~x where \p\=k, \q\=l-2k~^A, %xv$.q{\)^q{l-2k). Then from (pqqp-1)ü=u and induction follows that pqnp~1 e A for all n, again a contradiction. Lemma 2.2. Let A e E and w e A. Then Aw e E and w-1 e ^w.
Proof.
Certainly Aw?£\Z\ and /Iw is finite. Suppose that/? e Aw and p^q. Thenp=bw for some ¿> e ^. Let |¿>| =m, \w\ =«, and let k be maximal with respect to b(j) = w(j) whenever l^j^k.
(1) Assume first that k=m^n. That A is a homomorphism now follows by induction using Lemmas 2.5, 2.6, and 2.7. It is not difficult, using Lemma 2.7, to see that Xf generates /. Thus h is the only homomorphism from / into 5" such that ß=g.
